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Example: Pneumatic Cylinder
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State-based Logic Design

Actions Signals



Formal description of the desired behavior 
in Moore-type FSM
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Algorithm

1. Identify stable states in the system’s 

behavior.

2. Define for each state output signals that 

shall be true in this state.

3. Define transition conditions from state to 

state.  

F

Move RetractLeft Left



Note on using sequence diagrams for 
identifying states

It seems easy, but...

• It is not always easy to identify stable states
• More than one diagram might be needed

NB: Determining stable states (explicit state 
allocation) is one of the greatest creative 
challenges in state-based design.
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Advantages of state-driven controllers

● Clear step-by-step development process

a. Determine modular decomposition

b. Determine states

c. Define actions

d. Define transitions

● Self-annotated, easy-to-understand code

● First design, then just implement: minimal amount of 

debugging required
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How to model control logic as a state-machine
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Pneumatic Cylinder

1. Converts the energy in the compressed air into linear motion. 

2. The air enters the cylinder and pushes a piston from one end of the cylinder to the other.

3. There are two main types of cylinder - Single acting and Double acting

First step is to understand the real Object that we want to model

The Hardware in the Real Plant



How to model control logic as a state-machine
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1. In a single acting cylinder, the piston is forced out by the pressure of the air. 

2. When the air supply is removed and the air inside the cylinder is allowed to escape, the piston 

moves back, driven by the force of a spring. 

3. By restricting the escaping air (exhaust), it is possible to slow down the return movement of the 

piston.

1- Single Acting Pneumatic 

Cylinder

Compressed 

Air

Direction 

of motion

Compressed 

Air

Direction 

of motion

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-_and_double-acting_cylinders


How to model control logic as a state-machine
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1. double acting cylinder has two air connections. 

2. Compressed air is applied to one connector and the other connector is allowed to exhaust to 

atmosphere (i.e. the air is allowed to escape freely). 

3. the piston is driven to one end of the cylinder. 

4. When air is then applied to the second connector and the first is allowed to exhaust to atmosphere, 

the piston is driven back. 

2- Double Acting Pneumatic 

Cylinder

Compressed 

Air

Direction 

of motion

Compressed 

Air

Direction 

of motion

Exhaust

Exhaust

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-_and_double-acting_cylinders


How to model control logic as a state-machine

Steps for designing a state-machine

1. Identify stable states

2. Add actions in the states 

3. Add transitions between the states 
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Algorithm
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1. Identify stable states in the system’s behavior.
– A valid scenario from the system functionality is a

good starting point

2.For each state define the output signals that

shall be true in that state.

3.Define transitions from state to state.
4.Define transitions conditions
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State-based Logic Design

Example: Single acting Pneumatic Cylinder

2 Sensors
Proximity sensor

2 Actuators: Cylinder and LED light

A Proximity Sensor is a sensor able to detect the 

presence of nearby objects without any physical 

contact.

3rd Sensor
A Push Button, which 

generates the start event
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Example: Pneumatic Cylinder with Return Spring

Actions and Signals

Single acting cylinder has only one control signal MOVEF (move 

forward)
The system has 2 signals, LED is the second signal which controls the 

LED

F

This system has 3 Events

1- HOME

2- START 

3- END 

⮚ HOME and END events are generated 

by 2 Proximity sensors that are located 

in 2 ending positions

⮚ START event is generated by Start 

Button.
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Example: Pneumatic Cylinder with Return Spring
Scenario:

In initial state, LED is ON. and First Proximity sensor is in ON state

When user pushes the Start Button, START Event will be generated. 

START Event, produces MOVEF signal, which causes the Cylinder to move. 

When the Cylinder moves, First proximity sensor triggers the Home Event, 

by setting its variable to 0. 

Cylinder moves forward until it reaches the End position, where the second 

Proximity sensor will be triggered and will generate the END event. 

END event sets the MOVEF signal to 0 and therefore there will be no power on 

cylinder’s actuator.

The Spring then will pull the Cylinder back to Home position and the 

first Proximity sensor sets the HOME variable to 1 and HOME event will be triggered

F



Resulting state-machine
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F

Move RetractLeft Left

Step1: Identify stable states
S1: Left   (cylinder is in the left most position, Home position)

S2: Move (cylinder is moving toward the end position )

S3: Retract (spring is moving the cylinder back to the home position )



Resulting state-machine

F

Move RetractLeft Left

Step2: Add actions in the states 
Actions in S1:     LED := 1

Actions in S2:     MOVEF := 1 AND LED := 0

Actions in S3:     MOVEF:= 0



Resulting state-machine

F

Move RetractLeft Left

Step3: Add transitions between the states
- Transactions are actually the signals. 

- Transition also can be seen as conditions, under which system changes 

its current state

START

END

HOME
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State-based Logic Design

Example: Double acting Pneumatic Cylinder

Drawing a state machine for Double Acting Pneumatic Cylinder



State-based Logic Design

Drawing a state machine for Double Acting Pneumatic Cylinder

In this example, system has 3 Signals

1. FWD (Forward)

2. RETR (Retract)

3. LED



State-based Logic Design

Scenario

Example: Double acting Pneumatic Cylinder



State-based Logic Design

Scenario

Step 1: Find stable states

Left

Right

Move 

Right

Move 

Left

Example: Double acting Pneumatic Cylinder



State-based Logic Design

Scenario

Step 2: What control signals are 
to be set ON in the states?

Example: Double acting Pneumatic Cylinder

Left

Right

Move 

Right

Move 

Left
FWD:=1 RETR:=1

LED:=1

LED:=0

FWD:=0

RETR:=0

FWD:=0



State-based Logic Design

Scenario

Step 3: Transitions between 
states

Example: Double acting Pneumatic Cylinder

Left

Right

Move 

Right

Move 

Left
FWD:=1

RETR:=1

LED:=1

LED:=0

FWD:=0

RETR:=0

FWD:=0
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State-based Logic Design

Scenario

Step 4: Conditions of transitions

Left

Right

Move 

Right

Move 

Left

Example: Double acting Pneumatic Cylinder

FWD:=1
RETR:=1

START

LED:=1

end

home

1

LED:=0

FWD:=0

RETR:=0

FWD:=0



Extensions

1. Initial state

2. Counting operations

3. Using timers

4. Emergency stop

5. Timeout
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Initial state
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home

LED:=0

StartUP● The machine may
require positioning to
the initial state before
starting the operation

● A new initial Startup
state is introduced in
the state machine



Counting Operations

Requirement: The cylinder should perform a certain
sets of back and forth motions before it stops at the
initial position.
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Cylinder delay in the extended position

• For the cylinder with spring

Read timer

Start timer
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Use of timers in function blocks: delay in ECC

• There is no state timer in ECC.  

• So one needs to use an external E_DELAY
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Blinking lamp

• Requirement: Make the LED of
the START button blinking while
the cylinder is in the leftmost
state. Implement controller in
LLD.

• To implement the blinking, we
need to introduce a “sister”
state to S1, where the LED will
be reset for some time, say 200
ms.
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